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The Tarnished star on the cloud is the symbol of the Elden Ring Product Key, which is a unique item that was forged in the deep time of the past. Like a diamond, the Tarnished is a shining and powerful magic. It is said that this item was a reward given to the most powerful Elden Lord whose effort to eliminate the evil of the world surpassed his own. The Tarnished
has the power to cast a bright, dazzling light over its wielder. In addition to casting a bright light, the Tarnished also lets out a dazzling noise that can stun the enemies around you. Features of the Tarnished: + A bright light up to 5 times brighter than a normal skill in addition to a dazzling noise to stun enemies nearby + An epic story based on the theme of a heroic
tale and a drama set in the Lands Between + Fight together with other players in real-time GENERAL STORY “The Lands Between” is a term that refers to the multiple worlds and dimensions that exist in the story. Connecting different worlds of the story, it has many Lands and Dimensions between the worlds. It is also called the many worlds between the worlds of
legend. The Lands Between have numerous and unusual things, the number of which is unknown. The Lands Between are a place where countless souls continue to live for eternity, and the Tarnished can be used as a bridge between the Land of Dreams and the Lands Between. The story of the Lands Between also includes many legends related to the Tarnished,
such as the story of the sword of the Hero, Lord Cid, the princess who was captured by the enemy, the dark spirit that had plundered the Great Tarnished Stone, and the dark treasure hidden inside a ruined city. Such a wide variety of subjects and topics makes the Lands Between a mysterious and fascinating world that the Elves of the world have had legends of for
a long time. FEATURES • Go to different dimensions and worlds in the Lands Between • Battle various mobs • Discover many kinds of unusual items • Fight against monsters and monsters using various types of weapons, magic, and traps • Meet the characters who rule the various worlds in the Lands Between and interact with them PRODUCTION NEWS ***The
Tarnished is an online game, so please understand that the game may stop automatically if there are no players in the game. ***The game costs
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Features Key:
Vast World: A vast world where open fields with a variety of situations and huge dungeons with complex and three-dimensional designs are seamlessly connected. As you explore, the joy of discovering unknown and overwhelming threats await you, leading to a high sense of accomplishment.
Couple Mode: A game designed for two players to play together.
Dynamic Online Connection: A player connected to the game server will send their movement commands to the other players.
Evolve Your Character: Character level ups will not change your equipment.
4 Skills and 4 Expert (9 in total): 4 basic skills that cover a wide variety of conditions, and 9 weapon, armor, and spell specific Expert skill.
Advanced Character Weapon Skill Tree: An advanced Weapon skill tree, can choose a path and create a powerful character.
A High Level (150%) Dungeon: Unique high-level (150%) open field dungeon full of traps, monsters and traps in a progression design, and lots of quests.
VR: A VR mode that lets you experience the game in your own way (New!). You can play the game while standing in a circle and experience the vast world together.
Multiplayer: A game designed to run with a minimum of players.
Lag Free and Real-time Multiplayer: Play online with a minimum of lag (New!).
Auto Cooling in Off-Game: The game automatically cools down when paused.
New Images Scaled: Images are taken out from the game and re-sized and re-adjusted to a resolution that can be displayed on mobile devices.
Free to Install: A free stand-alone application
Includes:

Elden Ring Extreme Edition
Elden Ring monster manual
Elden Ring music
Character Creation Screen stickers
Motion Tracking Data

Other features mentioned in the 'future plans' section below.
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